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Abstract
Validation is an important issue in the development and application of Bayesian
Belief Network (BBN) models, especially when the outcome of the model can-
not be directly observed. Despite this, few frameworks for validating BBNs
have been proposed and fewer have been applied to substantive real-world
problems. In this paper we adopt the approach by Pitchforth & Mengersen
[32], which includes nine validation tests that each focus on the structure,
discretisation, parameterisation and behaviour of the BBNs included in the
case study.
We describe the process and result of implementing a validation frame-
work on a model of a real airport terminal system with particular reference
to its effectiveness in producing a valid model that can be used and under-
stood by operational decision makers. In applying the proposed validation
framework we demonstrate the overall validity of the Inbound Passenger Fa-
cilitation Model as well as the effectiveness of the validity framework itself.
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1. Introduction1
Expert-informed Bayesian Networks, or Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN)2
[31] are a popular systems modelling approach in cases where the behaviour3
of a system is not entirely known, or is difficult to observe. In such cases,4
validation presents a challenge that cannot be answered using the commonly5
used goodness-of-fit tests, such as AIC, BIC or DIC [14, 33]. In particular,6
such tests require an objective and directly observed output that can be7
used to train and then test the model parameters. Such an arrangement is8
useful in areas where the system output can be observed, but the range of9
interactions producing such results are too complex to be thought about all10
at once, such as the technical performance of an information system [29] or11
the financial performance of some organisation [18].12
However, in many cases BBNs are used precisely because no such output13
is possible to collect, such as in ecology, risk analysis and social behavioural14
studies [16]. In other cases, such as in airport passenger flows, there is a15
theoretically observable output but gaining such data is expensive or difficult,16
making BBNs a much more practical and realistic alternative for describing17
and predicting the behaviour of the system. This is similar to identifying18
the effect of a latent variable in the model (see Yet et al. [42] for methods19
of achieving this), but in these cases the latent variable is the output of the20
model. In such domains there is no known method of determining overall21
validity as there is no ground truth data against which model outputs can22
be compared.23
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In these cases the question of validation is often only addressed in passing24
through expert self-checking or otherwise is answered with an incomplete25
view of validity constructs. For example, Scholten et al. [35] and Stark et al.26
[38] both use very sophisticated approaches to using expert elicitation in27
their models, but are limited to validating the results using expert opinion28
either through direct interview or expert-created scenarios. In such cases29
it is not useful to provide accurate validity diagnostics, as the test data30
cannot be seen as ground truth making the diagnostic misleading and may31
lead to criteria contamination, or self confirmation [7]. In their model of32
IT project success, Gingnell et al. [15] focus validation attempts only on33
defending the assumptions of the Noisy OR-gates used in their elicitation to34
reduce expert workload, which provides an incomplete assessment of model35
validity. This method of validating the model lends weight to the approach of36
building confidence in validity incrementally rather than a binary judgment37
using a single diagnostic measure based on comparison to ground truth data,38
however it is incomplete from the perspective of the Pitchforth & Mengersen39
[32] framework. Another approach is to generate synthetic data and compare40
the model output against this [3], although this approach also focuses solely41
on the predictive validity of the model and is essentially equivalent to a42
Qualitative Features Analysis.43
A lmost no work has been conducted on frameworks to address validation44
in expert elicited models when there is no ground truth dataset available,45
despite validity issues being raised by critics as an issue with using experts46
for BBN modelling [10]. However, for a model to be successfully implemented47
into everyday decision scenarios the user must be confident that they are48
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receiving an accurate representation of the system they are controlling. If49
model developers cannot reach some assessment of the validity of their work50
it is most likely that decision-makers will ignore model results and continue51
working using traditional methods. In some cases this simply results in non-52
optimal system operations, however in the case of critical infrastructure the53
result can be the development and maintenance of unreasonably high risk54
protocols.55
In response to the lack of methods for validating BN models when no56
output data are available, a framework of validity tests was introduced by57
Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] for practical application to expert-elicited and58
expert-informed BBNs. These tests were drawn from a variety of disciplines59
such as statistics, psychology and system dynamics to give helpful guidance60
on the strength of a model’s validity where no ground truth data are available61
against which model outputs can be tested. However, the framework is still62
only theoretical and has not been established as practically effective through63
application to a working model of a real system.64
Here we apply that framework to the Inbound Passenger Facilitation65
Model (IPFM), a model designed to represent the inbound passenger fa-66
cilitation system at an Australian international airport. This is the first67
application of the framework by Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] to a working68
BN model that cannot be trained and tested using directly observed output69
data, and has been used to demonstrate the validity of the model to airport70
stakeholders. In order to achieve this many tests described in this paper have71
been further developed from the original paper describing the framework.72
In using the framework to validate a working airport terminal model, we73
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aim to first demonstrate that the framework can be usefully applied to models74
with little or no observable output data and how this can be achieved. Our75
second aim is to demonstrate that by being subjected to the validity tests76
in the framework the IPFM has become a more valid representation of the77
real-world system than prior to their application.78
1.1. Background79
The IPFM is a model of airport terminal behaviour with a focus on in-80
bound passenger facilitation times. Initial model development was in re-81
sponse to work by Hargreaves [19] that took a deterministic approach to82
developing a measurement framework (as opposed to a model) for this sys-83
tem. While their work was comprehensive, the lack of a coherent holistic84
model of the system in question meant the results of the work were never ap-85
plied in practical operations management. In addition, the sampling strategy86
required to quantify their metric framework proved infeasible. While limited87
samples are taken from the airport throughout the year, the rarity of such88
sampling along with the acknowledged error of the measurements means that89
such samples are unlikely to be useful for model validation purposes. In this90
case, using expert opinion to support observational data is an important step91
in creating reliable and valid systems models.92
At the point of conception there were a range of theoretical goals set93
out for the model, such as integrating disparate datasets that were being94
maintained by numerous stakeholders, capturing the knowledge of experts95
and predicting the performance of the system in different scenarios. After a96
search of existing airport terminal performance models a BBN was identified97
as a suitable modelling tool for achieving these goals. These goals were grad-98
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ually refined over the course of the project through interviews and workshops99
held at each iteration of model development.100
Once initial reporting has been completed it became apparent that signifi-101
cant validation testing would be required before the model could be approved102
for use in managing critical infrastructure. However, much of the model was103
unable to be tested against objective data because it was too expensive to104
collect so had been quantified using expert elicitation. This led to an ex-105
ploration of similar situations in which no directly observable outcome is106
possible, and ultimately to the development of the framework outlined in107
Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] and applied in this paper. For approval to be108
used in daily operations, these tests of validity needed to be usefully applied109
and communicated to stakeholders in order to build their confidence that the110
model is a valid representation of inbound passenger processing.111
1.1.1. Bayesian Belief Networks112
BBNs are a member of the family of conditional joint probability mod-113
els known as Bayesian Networks (BN) [31]. These models express systems114
in terms of the likelihood of each factor (or node) existing in a given state115
based on the direction and strength of influence from other nodes. There116
are three main features of a BBN before it is used for simulation; structure,117
discretisation and parameterisation. In some cases researchers may obviate118
discretisation by using continuous nodes [22], but this is rare in practical ap-119
plications, and continuous nodes are usually used in conjunction with discrete120
nodes [2].121
In the process of creating a BBN model, the researcher must first define122
the domain and scope of the model and arrive at some understanding of the123
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structure of the network. If full data are available then these can be used124
directly to learn the network structure algorithmically. Alternatively, Princi-125
pal Component Analysis [23] can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the126
data before running learning algorithms, which speeds the learning process in127
time-critical applications. For expert-elicited and expert-informed networks128
the number and subject of nodes is defined by the researcher through liter-129
ature review and expert consultation, as is the number and direction of arcs130
between nodes.131
If discrete nodes are created from continuous assessments, the node must132
be discretised before parameterisation. Deciding upon discretisation thresh-133
olds is a difficult process, as the resulting output of the network can be134
highly sensitive to this choice. There is a significant amount of research on135
discretising nodes from data sets in the case of Learning Bayesian Networks136
[28], however very little has been explored in the case of expert-elicited or137
expert-informed BBNs [40].138
The final stage in model creation is to set prior parameters for each node139
through a conditional probability table (CPT) that specifies the likelihood140
of a node’s state conditional upon the states of its parent nodes. It is this141
parameterisation through CPTs that provides the simulation capabilities for142
BNs generally.143
From this process there are seen to be four areas affecting uncertainty in144
the validity of the BBN model:145
1. Structure: The nodes included in the model, and the number and di-146
rection of links between nodes.147
2. Discretisation: The way the state space has been divided within nodes.148
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3. Parameterisation: The conditional probabilities associated with node149
states.150
4. Behaviour: The output of the model under interrogation.151
1.1.2. The passenger facilitation system and the IPFM structure152
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Inbound Passenger Facilitation Model (IPFM)
The final IPFM consists of four BBN objects linked via a queuing model153
(see Figure 1). Each of the network objects represents a functional area of154
the inbound passenger facilitation process, detailing the structure of factors155
affecting processing time in that area.156
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the inbound passenger facilitation system
Figure 2 shows the structure of the facilitation system in Australian air-157
ports generally. The four functional areas (see Figure 2) are referred to as:158
1. Arrivals Concourse (AC): This area is where passengers enter the air-159
port from their plane through gates. This area contains a duty free160
shopping store and some restrooms, but is generally just a large hall.161
Factors affecting facilitation time are the time spent in discretionary162
activities and the travel time to cover the distance between the gate163
and the Entry Control Point given the congestion in the area.164
2. Entry Control Point (ECP): This area is where immigration checks are165
conducted at either manually operated modules or automated Smart-166
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Gate modules. In the IPFM, a passenger is considered in this model to167
have entered this area once they have joined the queue for processing.168
Every passenger entering the country must pass through this area, but169
some passengers will transfer to other flights before reaching this stage170
and are removed from the model. Factors affecting facilitation time in171
this area include the processing time at the checkpoints, the number of172
checkpoints open and the length of the queue at the time it is joined173
by the passenger.174
3. Baggage Collection Area (BCA): Passengers collect their luggage in175
this area, usually from baggage carousels assigned to specific flights176
depending on the size of the terminal. Factors affecting facilitation177
include the delivery time for luggage from the flight and the accessibility178
of the bag given the congestion in the terminal.179
4. Secondary Examination Area (SEA): In this area passengers are se-180
lected for scans and interviews regarding issues other than immigration.181
The SEA is divided into two areas, one controlled by Australian Cus-182
toms and Border Protection Service (ACBPS) and the other controlled183
by the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF)184
Biosecurity Division. The few passengers interviewed by ACBPS go185
through a single, highly variable process. A much higher proportion186
of passengers are sent to the DAFF Biosecurity controlled area where187
additional processing may occur. Factors affecting facilitation time in188
this area include the processing time for each module and the length189
of the queue at the time it is joined by the passenger.190
In testing the validity of the model, each of the networks was examined191
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individually where appropriate and also as a whole in the case of testing192
model behaviour. In the case of the IPFM, while most variables are theoret-193
ically observable, there is great expense and difficulty in acquiring timings194
for individual passengers through the entire system with the level of coverage195
required to be a representative sample. In fact, the original reason a model196
was developed was as a substitute for this type of data collection.197
While there may be a number of options for data to support future iter-198
ations of the model, at this time there are large gaps in terminal data so we199
cannot meet the assumptions of traditional model validation tools. Instead200
we must use a broader framework of systematic questioning to incrementally201
build confidence in the model through comparison to other models, compari-202
son of sub networks within the model itself and limited prediction tests where203
data allow.204
1.2. Validity testing approaches for representations of unobservable phenom-205
ena206
The concept of testing the validity of measures of unobservable phenom-207
ena first arose in the mid-twentieth century with researchers who were con-208
cerned with understanding how to build convincing psychological scales. Val-209
idating measures of unobservable phenomena has been a central theme in210
psychometrics because until the introduction of brain scanning technology211
there was no method available of gaining objective data on thought patterns212
and mental states [20]. The work carried out by these researchers became a213
basis for further exploration of the area. Sparse but significant work has been214
published on the subject of validating models in recent times, summaries of215
which can be found in Gu et al. [17] and Balci [4]. Recently, Bornstein [6]216
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called for a process-focused approach to model validation, where confidence217
in the model is built by systematic experimentation rather than methods ex-218
amining the correlation between output and criterion. While their approach219
only referred to the validation of scores obtained through psychometric tests,220
the Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] framework applies this same approach to221
Bayesian Network models which require validation of all four areas of uncer-222
tainty. Afzali et al. [1] found that very few studies reported a standard set of223
validation measures for models with unobservable output and introduced a224
reporting checklist for validity. However this checklist is specific to decision-225
analytic models and focuses more on standardising the model development226
rather than trying to assess the final model itself. In contrast, the current227
paper demonstrates that the Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] framework is ap-228
plicable to a working Bayesian network model, and focusses on the actual229
model proposed for use rather than examining the development process.230
In the following section we provide an overview of the tests found in the231
framework by Pitchforth & Mengersen [32]. We then apply the validation232
tests to the IPFM to demonstrate that the framework can be applied to a233
working model of a real system, and that its application leads to a more valid234
representation of the system.235
2. Methods: Overview of Validity Tests236
The validation tests used in this study are drawn from Pitchforth &237
Mengersen [32], who outline a validation framework for BNs where complete238
data are not available.239
A short description of each test in the context of the IPFM is provided240
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in this section. This sequence should be run after conducting a literature241
review and arriving at a working model of the system.242
2.1. Nomological Validity243
This type of validity is a first step to determine the theoretical position of244
the model within the context of the wider modelling literature. A nomological245
map for a BN not only explores the general placement of the model within246
the literature, but does so within the context of the four areas of uncertainty.247
Early nomological maps were very similar to BBNs themselves. However,248
in the case of writing a nomological map for a BBN, we need to acknowledge249
the four sources of uncertainty in BN validity. This requires some adjustment250
to communicate the results graphically. In the case of this map we divide251
the landscape into four quadrants, each representing one of the four sources252
of uncertainty.253
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Figure 3: Example layout of the Nomological Map
Three concentric circles centred on the origin of this plane represent the254
theoretical distance between the model in question (represented by the centre255
of the circles) and the models or sets of models that are considered similar256
to the work in question. Those models within the smallest circle are most257
similar to the model being validated on the dimension represented by the258
quadrant, while the models in the largest circle are least similar of those259
within the scope of literature review. By creating a nomological map in this260
way, we gain an understanding of which other models are useful comparisons261
for each source of model uncertainty.262
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If a model cannot be placed within the literature it indicates that more263
theoretical work is required to justify the arrangement of the model. On its264
own this test tells us little about the mechanics of the model, but gives us a265
framework on which to base further hypotheses. If this model is the result of266
extensive literature search by multiple researchers and can be shown to sit267
within a known body of work, the nomological validity of the IPFM meets268
expectations.269
2.2. Expert based validation270
The first level of validation uses the opinion of experts to confirm that271
model features match their expectations in a variety of ways. The issue of272
criterion contamination [7], or using self-confirmation is important to deal273
with when using expert validation. In the case of the IPFM criterion con-274
tamination was avoided by using a subset of experts to create the initial275
network, then having all experts involved appraise the interpretation of this276
elicitation. However, there are other methods of avoiding this issue available277
to researchers. For example, a bootstrapping style method could be adopted278
wherein experts are asked individually to validate the network, then assess-279
ments can be grouped randomly to ascertain whether the judgement of any280
subset of experts differs significantly from any other subset. The technique281
applied is largely dependent on the time available to the researcher, and the282
predicted heterogeneity of the group of experts. In many cases the time283
requirement of eliciting a BN structure is already very high, so extensive284
validation testing based on expert opinion is not always practical. Smaller285
sets of experts can be used in this stage if the population is considered to be286
relatively homogeneous. For example, in the construction of the IPFM each287
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set of experts primarily had knowledge of their own area, with very little288
experience in others. Due to this, expert based validation required a full set289
of experts despite time limitations.290
2.2.1. Face Validity291
The face validity of the model refers simply to whether the model struc-292
ture, discretisation and parameters look as the experts expect them to. This293
approach is used to appraise the structure and discretisation of network nodes294
rather than the overall results of the network, as the point of interrogating295
the model is to discover unusual behaviour rather than simply confirm expert296
beliefs. Like nomological validity there are few insights we gain from this test297
on its own, but it must be passed in order to move onto other validation tests298
as it is a basis of our confidence in the strength of the model validity.299
2.2.2. Content Validity300
Content validity refers to whether the nodes and links in the networks301
comprehensively describe the inbound passenger facilitation system and the302
variables that affect its performance. This was determined by first reinter-303
preting the existing metric framework of the inbound system from Harg-304
reaves [19], then developing the networks further in close consultation with305
the stakeholders involved in the operation of the relevant part of the system306
to ensure a comprehensive overview. As in many cases where the Delphi307
method [34] is used to elicit expert opinion, some of the nodes in the final308
version of the networks were found to be redundant when the flow of prob-309
ability through the model was considered, so were removed to increase the310
content validity of the model.311
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2.2.3. Convergent and Discriminant Validity312
These two types of validity are typically examined together, as they are313
both dimensions of the relationship of the BN with other models. Convergent314
validity is the extent to which the model matches other models of systems315
that are similar in some way, while discriminant validity is the extent to which316
the model differs to models of different systems. We use the nomological map317
from the first test to formulate hypotheses about the comparison models. To318
demonstrate the convergent and discriminant validity of the IPFM, we choose319
two example hypotheses:320
1. The model behaviour is similar to that of existing available Agent Based321
Models of airport terminals.322
2. The model structure is different to that of other airport process models323
from different countries in relevant sections.324
2.3. Data based validation325
Data based validation is the most common type of validity testing in the326
literature, to the point that many researchers consider it the only true form327
of validation. However, for most data-based validation methods to work,328
a comprehensive and accurate dataset is required (taken as ground truth).329
One of the issues in this case study is the lack of ground truth data for some330
functional areas of the system, however a number of tests are still possible to331
run albeit in a limited capacity. Another issue is that almost every available332
data set cannot be truly considered ground truth as they are susceptible to333
error.334
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2.3.1. Concurrent Validity335
This type of validity refers to whether certain sub networks of the system336
are arranged similarly to other sub networks representing similar systems.337
Typically these networks are taken from alternative models that are consid-338
ered nomologically proximal to the model in question based on the nomo-339
logical map. Another way of looking at this type of validity is by examining340
the internal consistency of the structure, discretisation and parameters of341
the model as determined by nomology or expert opinion. In this case study,342
identifying candidate sub networks was a simple process as the system is343
defined formally in legal and procedural documentation. The original ob-344
ject oriented approach to building the IPFM has helped the model maintain345
good concurrent validity by reusing network structures in situations where346
the process was the same.347
2.3.2. Predictive Validity348
This is the most commonly tested dimension of model validity, where349
the output of the model is compared to real world data. In the case of the350
inbound passenger facilitation system there is no objective ground truth data351
available, so we are limited to testing sub networks using Goodness of Fit352
metrics, the Extreme Conditions Test and Qualitative Features Analysis.353
Goodness of fit refers to the extent to which the behaviour of the model354
reflects what is actually happening in the system. In the case of the IPFM355
there is no ground truth for the whole model, so datasets that were known356
to be reliable were compared against relevant sub networks and behaviour.357
To do this we use metrics describing the absolute and relative error of the358
model when fitted to these datasets.359
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The root mean squared error, or RMSE [25] provides a measurement of
absolute error. Formally, RMSE is defined as:
RMSE = |
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
t=1
(
Xˆ(t)−X(t)
)2
| (1)
where Xˆ(t) is the model estimated value at time slice t and X(t) is the360
corresponding benchmark for n time slices. Another metric by which we361
can judge the fit of the model to the data is Mean Relative Error (MRE),362
formally defined as:363
MRE = | 1
n
n∑
t=1
Xˆ(t)−X(t)
X(t)
| (2)
Reasonable thresholds should be set a priori in order to assert that these364
tests have been passed. These should be set with respect to the intended365
decision scenario for the model. There is no universally accepted threshold,366
but a 95% confidence interval is defensible in most cases.367
In the Extreme Conditions Test we examine the behaviour of the model368
under extreme conditions where the outcome is logically certain. The most369
certain outcome for the IPFM is when no flights are arriving, where we would370
expect to see the four facilitation areas empty of passengers. In the context of371
this test, a flat line on a graph of predicted passenger numbers demonstrates372
that this test produces the hypothesised results. Failure to pass this test373
will often lead to a complete restructuring of the model before it can be374
retested. If model behaviour is not as expected in this test, the problem375
may lie with the structure, discretisation or parameterisation of the network.376
To determine which specific dimension of the model is at fault more specific377
tests are required.378
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Qualitative Features Analysis is an approach investigating the behaviour379
of the model in everyday scenarios where the difference in outcome can be380
logically inferred without requiring an exact hypothesis. These tests of pre-381
dictive validity are less stringent than the extreme conditions test, but pro-382
vide a much higher level of information about model performance. There are383
a range of scenarios that can be run on the IPFM, two of which are presented384
in this paper.385
In the first test we hypothesise that a valid simulation would show that386
passengers are moving sequentially through the system as we can observe387
in the real terminal. If this is the case, we should see the arrival concourse388
register passengers first, then the Entry Control Point (i.e. the second area in389
the system) and so on. Further to this, our hypothesis would be supported if390
the peak passenger load of each functional area occurs in the same sequence.391
Another Qualitative Features Test is to simulate the airport in a scenario392
in which every gate has a plane unloading at the same time, massively over-393
loading the terminal. In this case our hypothesis is that a valid model would394
show very high dwell times for each area along with passenger congestion395
peaks occurring in the same sequence.396
3. Results397
The results of the validation tests are presented as both evidence of the398
strength of the model in representing the inbound passenger facilitation sys-399
tem, and as a demonstration that the proposed validation framework can be400
usefully applied to a model of a real-world system.401
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3.1. Nomological Validity402
The nomological map for the IPFM is depicted in figure 4. Each concen-403
tric circle represents the theoretical distance between the model and work404
conducted by other researchers in each of the four areas of BBN uncertainty.405
Figure 4: Nomological Map for the IPFM
In some cases numbers appear multiple times on the map, reflecting that406
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Model group/ type References
1. Airports ABMs [36] [11] [41]
2. System Dynamics Models [26] [27]
3. Airport Process Model [19]
4. Aggregate Models [37] [8]
5. Outbound Passenger Models [9] [13]
6. Hospital system BNs [39] [24]
7. Threat assessment BNs [30] [21] [44] [43]
Table 1: Papers included in each group for the nomological map
the corresponding models can be used in comparisons of more than one area407
of uncertainty. Further to this, numbers may reflect groups of papers in some408
cases, but individual papers in cases where the work is particularly influential409
on some dimension of the current model. The papers included in each group410
are listed in table 1 .411
Given that the model can be placed within an extensive and diverse range412
of literature that offers a good range of comparison models, we have confi-413
dence in the model validity for this dimension.414
3.2. Face Validity415
Having consulted closely with the range of stakeholders involved in the in-416
bound passenger facilitation process, we can determine that the face validity417
of the IPFM is acceptable. Each organisation was interviewed independently418
and confirmed that the model structure, discretisation and parameters fit419
with what is expected to be observed. In addition, experts corroborated the420
behaviour of the model under normal operational conditions, although this421
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is not counted as part of the formal validity testing framework.422
3.3. Content Validity423
The four networks were tested against Hargreaves [19] and Manataki &424
Zografos [27] to determine the comprehensiveness of the network structure.425
The IPFM included all relevant nodes from these models, excluding those426
obviated by the modelling approach. Examination of node discretisation427
revealed that all nodes cover their entire state space without gaps. Param-428
eterisation was shown to cover all values present in the data so far, and the429
behaviour of the model was able to replicate all tested system behaviours.430
As a secondary test, we also confirmed with experts that all factors consid-431
ered in operational decisions are included in all relevant parts of the network432
structures.433
3.4. Convergent/ Discriminant Validity434
The structure of the model is similar to the hospital models identified435
in the nomological map, implying good convergent validity on this level.436
As far as is known, there are no BNs of outbound performance to compare437
discretisation, but the parameters of the model agree with those found in438
Hargreaves [19] in sections where the parameters are unlikely to have changed439
since publication. The behaviour of the IPFM is similar to that of Agent440
Based Models of airport terminals such as those by Xie et al. [41] and Schultz441
& Fricke [36]. When relevant, sub networks were compared to determine442
that expected differences were observed. For example, the Greek passenger443
facilitation process is different to the Australian process and this is supported444
by a comparison of the IPFM with Manataki & Zografos [27]. Similarly,445
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our expectation that parameters reflect the observed growth in passenger446
numbers since the Hargreaves [19] report was published, is supported by the447
model.448
3.5. Concurrent Validity449
There are a number of queuing types represented in this model such as450
having one queue feeding multiple counters, many queues feeding a single451
counter, and multiple queues feeding multiple checkpoints. Each of these452
queue types is represented by similar network structures throughout the453
model, with the figure below presented as an example.454
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Figure 5: Example of two sub networks that demonstrate good concurrent validity
In addition, nodes that represent similar aspects of the system have been455
discretised and parameterised similarly, ensuring the model is consistent456
throughout its quantification. Having checked that the model is consistent457
internally as well as with other models, we can judge the concurrent validity458
of this model as acceptable.459
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3.6. Predictive Validity460
The predictive validity of the model is given by the results of the three461
tests outlined below.462
3.6.1. Goodness of fit463
Only the Entry Control Point (ECP) and Secondary Examination Area464
(SEA) networks could be tested using this metric given the available data.465
The available data were in the form of a count of the number of passengers466
departing the ECP or SEA for one minute periods over the course of the467
test period. The data that were available for use was for 6:00-12:00 and468
16:00-20:00 (a total of 10 hours) on Sunday, September 30 2012 at Bris-469
bane International Airport. The ECP count was obtained from immigration470
records which record the timestamp of the last keystroke when a passenger471
is cleared through the ECP. For the purpose of validation these data were472
treated as the ground truth.473
On the other hand, the SEA count was obtained from video analytics on474
the exit of the SEA. These counts have only been corroborated with manual475
counts based on video footage, so cannot be seen as ground truth, but provide476
some comparison.477
For the purposes of evaluating the goodness of fit, the cumulative count478
over time of passengers departing the ECP and SEA, also known as the479
cumulative departure curve, is used. The cumulative curve is selected rather480
than the actual count per minute for three reasons. Firstly, by using the481
cumulative count, it is possible to identify not just whether the model tracks482
the data accurately, but also see if it drifts away from the data over time;483
identification of drift is impossible with the instantaneous count. Secondly,484
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the ‘instantaneous count can be noisy. Finally, the cumulative curve is what485
is used to infer the facilitation rate as well as the number of passengers in an486
area and the average dwell time for passengers entering an area in that time487
slice.488
The facilitation rate is the slope of the cumulative curve. The number of489
passengers in the area at a given time slice can be determined by finding the490
vertical distance (i.e. difference) between the cumulative departure curve491
and the cumulative arrival curve. The average dwell time, expected at a492
given time slice, is the horizontal distance between the cumulative arrival493
and cumulative departure curves.494
When tested against the ECP ground truth, the cumulative ECP depar-495
ture curve predicted by the model was found to track the ground truth well496
(figure 6). A RMSE value of 42.2 passengers over the 10 hour simulation497
period was recorded along with a relative error of 5.7%. Note that, due to498
gaps in the data, the model was not specifically trained against the ECP499
departure data. Hence, it can be seen that the model is highly effective in500
predicting passenger movement. It is surmised that this level of accuracy501
stems from well-informed expert based knowledge on ECP operations which502
was used to quantify the model.503
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Figure 6: Model output compared with immigration key tap data
The SEA departure curve was compared against video analytics counts504
supplied by the Intelligent Surveillance group of the Airports of the Future505
(AOTF) program. The SEA departure curve was similarly compared against506
data gathered through video analytics. Note that in this instance, the data507
are not the ground truth and the aim of this comparison is to establish508
whether the model predicts within the right ballpark. As can be seen from509
figure 7, the model predictions generally follow the data well. In this case510
the RMSE of the IPFM was 70 passengers with a MRE value of 17% over511
the simulation period. This gives us a good indication that the model output512
agrees with the most direct measurements that are possible to get from the513
system.514
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Figure 7: Model output compared with video based data as provided by the Intelligent
Surveillance team of the AOTF project.
3.6.2. Extreme Conditions Test515
In this test we hypothesised that in a scenario where no passengers enter516
the terminal, the model should produce a flat line of passenger numbers in517
each functional area over time. Figure 8 demonstrates that this is the case.518
Such a result can be difficult to obtain with a complex BN; by integrating a519
BN with a stochastic queuing theory based simulation model that enforces520
hard constraints, we were able to achieve the correct result.521
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Figure 8: Model output resulting from the Extreme Conditions Test, which matches ex-
pectations
3.6.3. Qualitative Features Analysis522
As hypothesised, the line representing each functional area rises, peaks523
and drops in a sequence expected based on the known passenger process (see524
figure 9). The first passengers to arrive move very quickly through the model,525
but as passenger flow exceeds capacity the numbers in each area build. Of526
particular interest is the peak hour in the morning, where the model predicts527
passengers in the Baggage Reclaim Hall for an extended period before they528
move very quickly through the SEA. Peaks in the Arrival Concourse are very529
sharp, and contribute slowly to the ECP, which is slightly smoother but peaks530
at just over 600 passengers. The Baggage Reclaim Hall then smoothes the531
flow of passengers further, and feeds them slowly into the SEA at first. The532
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sharp drop on the SEA curve reflects that passengers move quickly through533
the SEA once they have arrived there. These behaviours are in line with534
hypotheses.535
Figure 9: Likely terminal performance output. Note the sequence represented by each line
as passengers are depicted moving through the model.
For the second test, the Qualitative Features Analysis demonstrates that536
the model shows a massive overload of passengers when all flights are set to537
arrive at the same time ( see figure 10). We see change points in the morning538
when new modules are opened, and otherwise see an amplification of model539
curves as would be produced by introducing a number of passengers to the540
terminal far above plausible levels.541
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Figure 10: Model output resulting from the Qualitative Features Analysis in which all
planes land simultaneously. Note the high peaks suggesting long queues at facilitation
bottlenecks
4. Discussion542
This paper had two major aims:543
1. To demonstrate that the Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] validation frame-544
work can be applied to a model of a real world system, and that doing so545
helps to fine tune the model using practical and hypothetical scenarios;546
and547
2. To demonstrate that there is a high level of confidence in the validity548
of the IPFM based on the results of validation tests.549
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4.1. The validation framework550
In its application to the IPFM, the validation framework proposed by551
Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] has been demonstrated to be a useful addition552
to the process of creating a practical systems model either partly or entirely553
based on BBNs. In the case of failed tests, the result pointed the researchers554
quickly and unequivocally toward a model based solution that improved in-555
ternal and external validity.556
The application of the framework is a step forward in establishing con-557
fidence in BBN models. This step provides both an academic advantage in558
convincing sceptics when presenting BBNs as well as a professional advan-559
tage when presenting a model to investors or managers. By being able to560
demonstrate some level of confidence in the model’s validity, researchers can561
attempt more interesting interrogations of their model and industry part-562
ners perceive a much lower level of risk in adopting the model for decision563
support. The application of this framework to a model of a real system564
demonstrates that test criteria need not be exact in a statistical sense in565
order to suggest exact remedies for operational problems. Statisticians are566
primarily concerned with accuracy in measuring model validity, however it is567
often the case that applied tests of working models are required to be more568
robust to a wider range of data than more accurate given perfect test and569
training datasets. This pragmatic approach allows us to draw the model570
closer to a representation of the system that is representative enough to be571
used in operational decisions.572
This validation framework is useful even without formalisations of the573
tests included. For example, in the initial operation of the Qualitative Fea-574
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tures analysis it was not necessary to specify exactly how many passengers575
should be generated in order to determine the behaviour of the unadjusted576
model was inconsistent with hypothesised performance. In this case it was577
enough to specify that the number of passengers should be simulated such578
that the terminal was overloaded, and it was possible to make necessary579
adjustments to parameters based on these results.580
While each test is simple in its execution, their results produce a reason-581
able model when taken as a framework. While many researchers in the past582
have proposed subsets of the tests in the Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] net-583
work (for example Forrester & Senge [12], Gingnell et al. [15], Aquaro et al.584
[3]), the results of the tests are most effective in tuning the model when used585
within this comprehensive framework. From this perspective, the focus of586
many researchers on goodness-of-fit is a limited view in the case of complex587
systems models as the validation of the model is restricted to scenarios for588
which full datasets have been collected. By also including expert and em-589
pirically based validity tests when examining BN models we can incorporate590
more information about other dimensions of validity. The framework helps591
avoid the criteria contamination which can occur in other model validation592
approaches and combines a range of concepts common in Bayesian Network593
and systems modelling literature such as structure pruning, parameter tun-594
ing and scenario checking into a single testing scheme. In many cases with595
Complex Systems modelling researchers report surprising findings in terms596
of emergent behaviour. However, special care should be taken when report-597
ing such findings, as in many cases it is difficult to tell whether the model598
is correctly predicting behaviour that has as yet been unobserved, or is sim-599
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ply not reflective of the real system in the specific circumstances tested. In600
cases where non-intuitive emergent behaviour is discovered using a BBN, the601
validation framework described here provides strong guidance on whether602
behaviour is emergent or simply invalid. However, the subjective nature of603
test results means that different types of models cannot easily be compared604
to each other unless they are sufficiently similar. In addition, the framework605
is long-winded to report and can absorb a significant amount of the time606
experts can dedicate to the modelling effort. For a comprehensive assess-607
ment of model validation, it is required that at least one extra workshop be608
held for experts to contribute their opinion on the face validity of the model,609
and this can be difficult if researchers have not spent time building support610
for the modelling process amongst experts, or have already used significant611
amounts of expert time already.612
4.2. Model Performance613
The final version of the IPFM satisfactorily passes all the tests outlined614
except for those that require more data. It should be noted that model de-615
velopment was an iterative process in this case study, with each new piece of616
expert opinion or data contributing to the next stage of model development.617
As Bar-Yam [5] mentions, it is more useful to focus on changes to small parts618
of the model at a time than on changing the whole model at once so an iter-619
ative process was more suitable. While initially failing some of the proposed620
validity tests, the IPFM passed all tests in the model’s final iteration. Sig-621
nificant development was required for success following a number of failed622
attempts, demonstrating the use of these validity tests in improving model623
validity.624
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A good example of the framework helping to build confidence in the625
model’s validity was the Extreme Conditions Test, which led to a major626
redevelopment of the overall model, including the restructuring of networks627
and the introduction of a queuing model to tie all networks together. This628
very basic but stringent test revealed that the original model predicted a629
small number of passengers in the system when the airport should have been630
completely empty. This was revealing of the behaviour of the specific model631
being tested as well as of BBN models in general; probabilistic interpretations632
of a system do not always translate neatly into physical interpretations. It633
was the failing of this test that led to a complete redesign of the high-level634
structure of the IPFM with the goal of meeting the requirements of the635
Extreme Conditions Test. The Qualitative Features test was also failed by636
the original model, as it showed no queue in the SEA in a situation where637
one had both been logically hypothesised and observed regularly by experts.638
In running this test, it was discovered that there was an issue with the639
parameterisation of the network representing the SEA, as the exaggerated640
behaviour of the overloaded area revealed that passengers moving through641
the direct exit needed to have some distribution of travel time attributed to642
them. The performance of the original model was improved by correcting643
these parameters.644
After a number of validation interviews and testing rounds, the model645
was easily improved to a point that it performed acceptably well on all pro-646
posed tests. The resulting model is novel in the airport terminal simulation647
literature as it takes a probabilistic approach to the physical interpretation648
of the system, but also introduces a temporal dimension through the use of649
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queuing models. Having been accepted by project partners as well as passing650
logical and data-based validation tests, there is reason to have a high level of651
confidence that the IPFM is a valid representation of the Inbound Passen-652
ger Facilitation system at Brisbane International Airport, and only slightly653
lower confidence that the model is valid for the same system in all Australian654
international airports.655
5. Conclusion656
This paper demonstrates that the proposed validation framework by Pitch-657
forth & Mengersen [32] can be usefully applied to a working BN model of658
a real world system for which output data are not available. We show that659
by applying the tests outlined in the framework to the four areas of BN660
uncertainty we can improve model validity without requiring complete and661
objective output data, and also provide reports to stakeholders that build662
their confidence that the model is a reasonable representation of the sys-663
tem of concern. In the application of the framework to a working model664
we also developed the tests further in order to make them more practical665
in a real-world context. This is an important contribution to the study of666
model validity as having a set of practical validation test results allows de-667
cision makers to defend their use of the model in daily operations, reporting668
and system monitoring when discussing future funding and organisational ar-669
rangements with government departments and other stakeholders. From an670
academic perspective, this paper is the first example of applying the frame-671
work presented in Pitchforth & Mengersen [32] to a working BN model and672
demonstrates that the tests have both practical as well as theoretical impor-673
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tance in producing valid representations of system behaviour.674
In applying these tests to a model of airport operations we also make675
a valuable contribution to the study of airport modelling by demonstrating676
that the IPFM is a useful and valid interpretation of the system’s behaviour677
from a complex systems perspective. Using a complex systems approach678
through the use of a Bayesian Network model allows decision-makers to assess679
system behaviour in a much wider range of conditions than previous models,680
including consideration of factors usually overlooked such as staff rosters,681
passenger types and carrier characteristics. Having such a system available682
allows decision makers to not only produce reasonable reports of system683
behaviour under common conditions, but also to observe the behaviour of684
the passenger processing system under novel conditions.685
For example, the IPFM is currently being used to assist in the creation686
of staff rosters to operate manual checkpoints given known flight schedules.687
However, in the near future new, larger plane models will be landing at688
the airport producing entirely different patterns of passenger arrival. Using689
the IPFM, decision makers can organise staff rosters and adjust processing690
guidelines to proactively manage these new passenger arrival patterns before691
the first plane has landed.692
The model generally performed well on the proposed validity tests, indi-693
cating that the output is a reasonable representation of what is happening in694
the system from a range of perspectives. The IPFM is now in development to695
be used by operational managers at Australian airports through specialised696
user interfaces and visualisations. It should be noted that the inclusion of697
these validation tests in technical reports provides significant support for in-698
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dustry partners wishing to convince their counterparts of the utility of the699
model. In particular, the IPFM was designed for the use of managers asso-700
ciated with government regulators, who are understandably conservative in701
adopting new methods of prediction and assessment. In this case the inclu-702
sion of a comprehensive validation framework assisted in garnering support703
for model adoption, as there is now a document that can be referred to when704
questions of model validity arise.705
Future work should focus on improving the specificity of the tests and706
formalising them where possible. First, while a graphical description of the707
nomological landscape has been developed in this paper, a numerical de-708
scription would assist in more formally specifying the expectations of the709
researcher concerning the final network’s structure, discretisation, parame-710
terisation and behaviour. Second, this validation framework could also be711
used to examine the validity of expert opinion itself, as opposed to the output712
of the model based on such elicitation. The tests applied in this paper could713
also be used to check that experts are not only thinking about the phenom-714
ena in question in a logically consistent way, but also that their responses are715
in line with the needs of the BN modelling paradigm. Finally, the validation716
framework used here could be arranged as a BBN itself to allow for condi-717
tional weighting of validation tests and calculation of scores representing the718
strength of confidence in the validity of the model in question.719
It is expected that this framework could provide grounding for a new area of720
research in Complex Systems model validation research as the various tests721
suggested are expanded, formalised and improved. In this paper we have722
demonstrated that the present framework is sufficient to check model valid-723
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ity and tune the model in cases where no ground truth data are available.724
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